
Running the PC Version of FXCoreCmdAsm on an x86 Linux Computer 

 

This was tested under Ubuntu server 22, your particular Linux distribution may or may not require 

additional steps. Requires PC version 2.2.0 or greater of the assembler. 

 

1. Check if you have mono installed, if not install the mono-complete package using your package 

manager similar to: 

sudo apt install mono-complete 

 

2. Download and extract the files from the zip file for the PC version of the FXCore command line 

assembler using the unzip command. If unzip was not installed by default on your linux 

distribution install zip/unzip using your package manager similar to: 

sudo apt-get install zip unzip 

 

3. cd into the unzipped directory and copy the files into your ~/Documents directory  

 

4. Open a terminal, cd into ~/Documents and run: 

mono FXCoreCmdAsm.exe -h 

You should get the help message describing the options that FXCoreCmdAsm.exe can accept, if 

you get errors check them and install any missing packages 

 

5. Once step 3 is working properly plug in the dev board and do: 

sudo mono FXCoreCmdAsm.exe -s 

and the serial number should be returned like: 

0x00001234 

The exact value will be different but there should be no errors or warnings. 

You must use sudo to talk to the dev board as low-level calls are made in the system to access 

the board so admin access is required.  

 

6. At this point it is all working, you can now use a code editor like Sublime Text and the syntax and 

build file from the website for linux. So now get Sublime Text from 

https://www.sublimetext.com/download or use your package manager to install it from a repo. 

 

7. Start Sublime Text once and exit, this will set up some files and directories. 

 

8. Copy the files fxcore.sublime-syntax, fxcore_Comments.tmPreferences and fxcore_hw.sublime-

build to ~/.config/sublime-text/Packages/User 

 

9. cd into ~/.config/sublime-text/Packages/User and edit the file fxcore_hw.sublime-build 

changing YourUserName to your username on your linux box.  

 

https://www.sublimetext.com/download


10. We need elevated privileges to run the assembler and talk to the dev board which we did with 

sudo in step 5 above but we cannot pass the password through Sublime Text to the sudo 

command and we do not want to run Sublime Text with elevated privileges. We need a way to 

run the commands in the fxcore_hw.sublime-build with elevated privileges but not supply a 

password. To do this we need to edit the file /etc/sudoers 

 

11. In a terminal run: 

sudo visudo 

 

12. To the end of the file add the line: 

YourUserName ALL= NOPASSWD: /usr/bin/mono 

replacing YourUserName with your user name in your linux box 

 

13. Save and exit the editor, this will depend on the editor your system used for the visudo 

command. This line allows you to run mono without a password but be careful as this is 

intentionally bypassing a password prompt and could be misused by someone to attack your 

system. 

 

14. Now you should be able to run Sublime Text, load an FXCore program file and using the build 

commands assemble and load it into the dev board without any need to supply any passwords. 


